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                        Services
                        	
                                Web Services
                            
	
                                Site Optimization (SEO)
                            
	
                                Internet marketing
                            
	
                                24/7 Time Monitoring site performance
                            
	
                                Graphic design                                	
                                        Logo
                                    
	
                                        Visit cards
                                    
	
                                        UI/UX Design
                                    
	
                                        Banner creation
                                    


                            
	
                                Creating IOS/Android applications                                	
                                        Birthright
                                            Connect
                                    
	
                                        HIKEArmenia
                                    
	
                                        ShowMe
                                            Interactive Whiteboard
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                Website development and promotion

                A good website is 50% success in doing business.

                
                    Order

                

            

            
                
                    Our Last Works

                    
                                                    

                                [image: Inruonline Project]
                                Inruonline

                                1C-Bitrix, UI/UX, Sass, SCSS

                                During execution:1 mounth
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                                WOW-DESSERT

                                WordPress / Bootstrap 4/ Figma Design

                                During execution: 28 days

                            

                                                    

                                [image: Armands Project]
                                Armands

                                WP, SEO

                                During execution: 30 days

                            

                                                    

                                [image: rolspb Project]
                                rolspb

                                1C-Bitrix / Figma Design / Gulp

                                During execution: 24 days

                            

                                                    

                                [image: Synapseglobal Project]
                                Synapseglobal

                                Individual Design / CSS3

                                During execution: 40 days

                            

                                                    

                                [image: agroup.moscow Project]
                                agroup.moscow

                                WordPress, HTML/CSS3, Sass/Less

                                During execution: 25 days
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                                Cochelia

                                WordPress, HTML/CSS3

                                During execution: 5 day

                            

                                            

                    

                

            

        

        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                                You can trust the company "Wave-IT" the development of your website and its promotion. Our professional and dedicated team develops websites with multi-functional and innovative solutions, taking into account all client preferences, even the craziest ones. In our list, there are already many completed works and many regular customers. Our wide range of services will allow you to find everything you need from the IT industry in one place. We sincerely love our work and know how to do it perfectly: you can’t go wrong if you choose us.
                            

                            
                                Best Regards,  Wave-IT team

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        
        
            
                
                    Basic Services                
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                                    Website creation

                                

                                
                                    Landing
Business site
Corporate site
Online store
Exclusive site


                                

                                


                                                                    
                                        Order website                                    
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                                    Marketing & Advertisement

                                

                                
                                    Reputation management
Contextual advertising
Target advertising
Y.Direct / G.Adwords
SMM on social networks
SWOT - Analysis
Roistat - Analytics
YouTube advertising
Instagram / FB / VK / OK advertising


                                

                                


                                                                    
                                        Order advertising                                    
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                                    SEO Optimization

                                

                                
                                    Search Engine Promotion (SEO)
Digital strategy development
Lead promotion
Traffic promotion
Content marketing
SEO optimization
Website promotion in Yandex
Website promotion in Google


                                

                                


                                                                    
                                        To order promotion                                    
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                                    WEBSITE SUPPORT

                                

                                
                                    Website monitoring 24/7
Logo creation
Business card design
Unique design (Ui / Ux)
Layout and mobile version
Filling content
Business Solutions (CRM)
Integration with 1C


                                

                                


                                                                    
                                        To order support                                    
                                    

                                                            

                        

                                    


            

        

        
            SPECIAL OFFER

            
                
                    Online store from scratch

                    
                    from 500 $.                
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                            Branding and design
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                            Site control panel
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                            Pre-SEO
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                            Enabling the payment system.
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                    Rates                


                
                                            
                            
                                Basic package

                                

Unique design (UI + UX)
Logo development
Adaptive layout
Filling content
Banners and graphics
Site control panel
SSL Certificate
Basic SEO optimization
Integration with services
Synchronization with 1C
Domain mail
Domain linking to hosting
Integration with delivery services
Setting the metric
Training to work with the admin panel
Technical support




                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                SEO optimization of sites in the TOP of search engines

                                Website technical audit
Internal optimization
Website structure optimization
Collecting the semantic core
Connecting analytics services
Optimizing content
External optimization
Competitive analysis
Expanding the site structure
Usability audit
Conversion analytics
Working with link mass
Behavioral factor analysis
Error monitoring
Monthly reports


                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                Comprehensive promotion and development of business

                                

Technical support 7 days a week
Backing up data
Multilevel analysis of competitors
Create an advertising campaign
Configuring analytics
Testing + performance analysis
Regular reporting
Providing lead generation
Retargeting / Remarketing
Search Banner
SEO website optimization and promotion
Advertising support in Yandex and Google
Promotion and advertising in social networks
Placement on advertising platforms
Connecting a VK group
Instagram group
Attracting subscribers to groups




                            

                        

                                    

            


            
                Our Partners
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                                    WHY CHOOSE US ?

                                    Did you like the website we created, would you recommend your friends to use our quality services?
We guarantee the quality of work and profitable promotion of your website.

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                
                                            
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        HIGH TECHNOLOGY

                                    

                                    
                                        A perfect display of the site in any browser

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                
                                            
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        FULL CYCLE OF WORK

                                    

                                    
                                        We create a successful online business for our clients

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                
                                            
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        OBSERVANCE OF TERMS

                                    

                                    
                                        We fulfill orders quickly and on time

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        
							
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                
                            
						
                                    

                                    
                                        ALWAYS ONLINE

                                    

                                    
                                        Online technical support 24/7/365

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

            
                OUR CLIENTS
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                We offer customer-oriented Internet marketing

                People buy from people they know and trust. Understanding the target
                     audience, focus on 

                     its needs when creating advertising messages, allows you to build a trusting relationship with
                     potential clients.

                
                    	
                                We study the product
                            
	
                                We analyze the demand և target audience
                            
	
                                Strategy preparation
                            
	
                                We capture the march
                            
	
                                Measurement of results
                            
	
                                Performance improvement
                            



                    
                        
                            We study the product

                            
                                [image: ]

                                
                                    We study goods and services

                                    	We explore the market, its history and trends, volume
	We reveal the main value of a product or service, why people buy it
	We find out what demand is, what affects it: price level, service, time of year, etc.
	We analyze competitors: prices, landing pages, offers, their traffic and promotion channels
	We define the target audience
	We track website visitors


                                

                            

                        


                        
                            Анализируем спрос и ЦА
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                                                Why do they buy from you?

                                                Based on what information the visitor decides to apply to the company:

                                                	What is the value of goods and services to him?
	What is the first thing the buyer is interested in before placing an order?
	What problems does he want to solve?
	What in the eyes of consumers confirms the reliability of the company?


                                                Your resource must convince a potential client that when contacting the company, he will receive professional assistance from experts at all stages of purchasing products and services.

                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                Who buys from you?

                                                Who is your target audience? How to segment it? Retail and wholesale customers have different goals and it is more correct to create unique selling propositions for them.

                                                Children and adults perceive information differently, so the content and design of the landing page for each category of consumers should be different.

                                                To inspire the trust of the site visitor, it is necessary that he receives information in a form that meets his expectations. The page has a few seconds to generate interest and engage the client in the study of its content or dialogue.

                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                How are your products and services searched online?

                                                To promote, you need to know not only the name of the service or product, but also the queries by which your potential customers are looking for them.

                                                For example, it seems that for the real estate industry, the most obvious query is “buy an apartment in Moscow”, but users also search for: “buy a kopeck piece in Moscow”. For companies involved in the construction of houses from the frame, the phrases “a house for a million”, “building a house is inexpensive” are quite suitable.

                                                Accordingly, the site and advertising campaigns are optimized for user requests, while maintaining product information in a formal form, without any slang. Based on the collected data, a semantic core is compiled.
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                                                How are your products and services searched online?

                                                To promote, you need to know not only the name of the service or product, but also the queries by which your potential customers are looking for them.

                                                For example, it seems that for the real estate industry, the most obvious query is “buy an apartment in Moscow”, but users also search for: “buy a kopeck piece in Moscow”. For companies involved in the construction of houses from the frame, the phrases “a house for a million”, “building a house is inexpensive” are quite suitable.
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                            Готовим стратегию
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                                    We create an opportunity for business promotion on the Internet platform

                                    People usually buy or order products from markets they trust and which have a good reputation. By understanding the target audience and needs, it is necessary to build a trusting relationship with potential customers when creating promotional plans 

                                    We develop and implement business promotion plan for your company.
As a result of the preliminary analysis we get

                                    	Solution prototype (website, online shop)
	Analysis of commercial and informational traffic
	Marketing plan for attracting a target audience
	 Predictions of the number of visitors depending on the advertising budget.


                                    Advertising and SEO websites differ in structure and content. If you want to give your business a new direction, let us start with a landing page

                                

                            

                        


                        
                            Привлекаем трафик
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                                    We attract traffic

                                    We use effective channels to attract targeted visitors:

                                    	Contextual advertising (Y.Direct, Bayan, Adwords)
	Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
	Promotion in social networks (SMM)
	Marketplace (Ya.Market)


                                    With the help of contextual advertising, you can attract visitors to the site in a short time and measure its effectiveness. If the dynamics are positive, it is advisable to use search engine optimization, but in this case it will take longer to wait for the results. A well-built SMM strategy will help to enhance the effect.

                                

                            

                        


                        
                            Измеряем результаты
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                                    Measuring results

                                    Before you improve something, you need to collect preliminary data and track the dynamics. At each stage, we control the main indicators for all promotion channels:

                                    	The amount of traffic
	visitor cost
	Lead price
	 Conversion
	bounce rate.


                                    The presence of KPI makes cooperation comfortable for both the agency and the customer.

                                

                            

                        


                        
                            Улучшаем показатели
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                                    Improving performance

                                    Based on the results of each stage of the project, specialists prepare a report on the work done and give suggestions and recommendations that will improve the current result and increase ROI. Our tasks include:

                                    	Increase traffic volume
	Reduce visitor cost and lead cost
	Increase website conversion
	Control the bounce rate within allowable values;


                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    
    
    
        
            
        

    



    
        Choose the number
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                        Wave-IT is a professional, dynamically developing team of web designers and developers engaged in the development and maintenance of websites. We support such standards as: affordable prices, warranty periods and a high level. Our team performs all its tasks with responsibility, honesty and finds individual solutions for each client.





                        


                    

                

                
                    
                    
                        What we can do

                        	
                                
                                Business card Site                                
                            
	
                                
                                Promo site                                
                            
	
                                
                                Corporate website                                
                            
	
                                
                                Online store                                
                            
	
                                
                                Single page                                
                            
	
                                
                                Website Audit                                
                            
	
                                
                                SMM                                
                            


                    

















                

                    
                    
                        Turnkey sites

                        	WEB Design
	Programming
	Layout
	Site support
	Content development
	Marketing and advertising
	Доработка функционала
	Creation of logos
	Corporate identity
	Seo Promotion


                    

















                

                    
                    
                        Technologies

                        	1C Bitrix

	Wordpress
	OpenCart
	PHP (Laravel, CodeIgniter)
	Python (Django)
	Node Js


                    













                

                

                
                Contact Us

                	
                            
                            +79150238800
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	RA, Yerevan, Hakob Hakobyan 3
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Executor
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Physical person
Legal person
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